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MESSAGE  FROM

MEL I SSA

PH I L L I PS

Hello everyone, 

I’m really pleased with the style of football

we’re playing right now. Our identity has

evolved and now we’re seeing the team

consistently dominate football matches.

Ultimately, we do need to score goals, but

we all understand the process that we’re in

and we know that the goals are just around

the corner. 

We created quality throughout the London

Bees game and it just came down to us

needing to execute a bit more in front of

goal. The players are in a good state of mind

and we have a really healthy vibe in the team

– they know it’s coming. We have discussed

as a team, results don’t define the team we

want to become – our response does. I’m so

encouraged by the players’ reaction to our

recent results and the positivity and hunger

to turn these draws into wins. They can’t

wait to get back into training after each

game and we all look to take the positive

lessons from each game into the next, which

is why we will continue to grow.  

Our recent defensive record is something to

be immensely proud of. At the start of the

season, we were leaking goals a little bit –

from set pieces primarily. Now, we are rarely

giving our opponents a quality look on our

goal. 

It’s a combination of hard-nosed defending

from each player in turn with a really clear

understanding of each other’s roles in the

team. Every player on the pitch is showing a

high level of commitment to their role and

beginning to own the responsibilities within

that. The players are starting to latch onto

their own development and are striving to

make themselves better each day.

Today’s game will be a real battle. We know

Blackburn will be approaching this game in a

similar way to ourselves. They have a strong

defensive unit and will look to take

opportunities on the break. The reverse

fixture left us with a feeling of discontent

and it’s the game we all want back from

earlier this season. We’re excited to face

them at our home this afternoon and will be

going out there looking to come away with

three points. 

The table shows that we’re only one result

from jumping up to fifth place and getting

ourselves in the mix at the right end of the

table, so just further highlights the

competitive level in this division. By no means

do we define ourselves by the table, we must

provide the challenge within ourselves rather

than by our current position. Our goal is to

be as competitive as we can be against

every team in this league. 

Thanks again for your continued support. 

Melissa Phillips
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